Modal regression is aimed at estimating the global mode (i.e., global maximum) of the conditional density function of the output variable given input variables, and has led to regression methods robust against heavy-tailed or skewed noises. The conditional mode is often estimated through maximization of the modal regression risk (MRR). In order to apply a gradient method for the maximization, the fundamental challenge is accurate approximation of the gradient of MRR, not MRR itself. To overcome this challenge, in this paper, we take a novel approach of directly approximating the gradient of MRR. To approximate the gradient, we develop kernelized and neural-network-based versions of the least-squares log-density derivative estimator, which directly approximates the derivative of the log-density without density estimation. With direct approximation of the MRR gradient, we first propose a modal regression method with kernels, and derive a new parameter update rule based on a fixed-point method. Then, the derived update rule is theoretically proved to have a monotonic hill-climbing property towards the conditional mode. Furthermore, we indicate that our approach of directly approximating the gradient is compatible with recent sophisticated stochastic gradient methods (e.g., Adam), and then propose another modal regression method based on neural networks. Finally, the superior performance of the proposed methods is demonstrated on various artificial and benchmark datasets.
Introduction
Recently, modal regression has been gathering a great deal of attention due to the clear advantages over conventional regression methods based on the conditional mean [Sager and Thisted, 1982 , Collomb et al., 1986 , Carreira-Perpiñán, 2000 , Einbeck and Tutz, 2006 , Yao et al., 2012 , Chen et al., 2016 , Feng et al., 2017 , Wang et al., 2017 . Modal regression can be roughly divided into unimodal and multimodal regression. The goal of the unimodal regression is to estimate the global mode (i.e., global maximum) of the conditional density, leading to regression methods robust against skewed or heavy-tailed noises [Sager and Thisted, 1982 , Collomb et al., 1986 , Yao et al., 2012 , Feng et al., 2017 , while the conventional conditional mean estimation could be vulnerable to these nonGaussian noises. On the other hand, multimodal regression is aimed at estimating local modes (i.e., local maxima) of the conditional density, and simultaneously finds multiple functional relationships between input and output variables which the conditional mean cannot capture [Carreira-Perpiñán, 2000 , Einbeck and Tutz, 2006 , Chen et al., 2016 , Sasaki et al., 2016 . Modal regression has been applied to a wide-range of research fields such as prediction of Alzheimer's disease [Wang et al., 2017] , analysis of speed-flow data [Einbeck and Tutz, 2006 ], face recognition [Wang et al., 2019] , etc. (See also a recent comprehensive review article by Chen [2018] .) The scope of this paper is unimodal regression, which is called simply modal regression in the rest of this paper.
The mode of the conditional density has been often estimated through maximization of the empirical modal regression risk (MRR), which is defined as the sample average of the conditional density (or the joint density) [Sager and Thisted, 1982 , Yao et al., 2012 , Feng et al., 2017 . A naive approach in modal regression takes a two-step approach of firstly approximating the empirical MRR via conditional (or joint) density estimation (e.g., by kernel density estimation), and secondly of maximizing the approximated risk by some gradient method. However, the crucial quantity in maximization is the gradient of the empirical MRR rather than MRR itself. Thus, this two-step approach might be suboptimal because a good MRR approximator does not necessarily mean a good gradient approximator of MRR. Yao et al. [2012] employed an EM algorithm, but still computes the zero-crossing of the gradient obtained through the two-step approach.
Another approach in modal regression employs a surrogate risk of MRR [Lee, 1989 , Yao and Li, 2014 , Feng et al., 2017 , Wang et al., 2017 . The advantage of this approach is that high-dimensional density estimation can be avoided. However, a drawback is that the surrogate risk includes a manually tuning hyperparameter, and it is not straightforward to select it since the surrogate risk itself depends on the hyperparameter. Moreover, when neural networks are employed for large scale datasets, the hyperparameter selection only can be computationally expensive.
In this paper, we propose two methods for modal regression based on reproducing kernels and neural networks, respectively. In stark contrast with existing methods, we do not go through the approximation of MRR itself, but rather more directly approximate the gradient of MRR. The key challenge in the direct approximation is accurate estimation of (log-)density derivatives. To this end, we employ the Fisher divergence and develop a direct estimator for log-density derivatives without resorting to density estimation [Cox, 1985 , Sasaki et al., 2014 .
First, we develop a modal regression method based on reproducing kernels. As shown later, thanks to the analytic solution of our log-density derivative estimator, a computationally efficient model selection is possible for leave-one-out cross validation. Furthermore, in modal regression, this kernel-based log-density derivative estimator enables to derive a novel parameter update rule based on a fixed-point method for conditional mode estimation, and we theoretically prove that the derived parameter update rule has a monotonic hill climbing property under some conditions. Next, we propose a modal regression method based on neural networks. The challenge is to stochastically estimate the conditional mode. Our approach of directly estimating the gradient of MRR is rather compatible with recent sophisticated stochastic gradient methods: The learning rates in AdaGrad [Duchi et al., 2011] , RMSprop [Hinton et al., 2012] and Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015] are adaptively determined by the gradient of an empirical risk. Thus, combined with these stochastic gradient methods, we can develop a neural-network-based method in a straightforward way, and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to make use of neural networks in modal regression. Finally, we demonstrate that our regression methods with reproducing kernels and neural networks work well on various artificial and benchmark datasets.
Background
This section gives some background of modal regression and states our approach.
Problem formulation
Suppose that we are given n observations of pairs of input and output variables drawn from the joint density p(y, x) for y ∈ R and x ∈ R dx as
Under the assumption that the global conditional mode uniquely exists, our goal is to estimate the following modal regression function f M from D:
(1)
Review of modal regression
To make our approach clearer, we adopt the terminologies in Feng et al. [2017] . Let us assume that the output variable y is generated from the following model:
where f * and denote an unknown function and an additive noise, respectively. In (2), the fundamental assumption is that the global mode of the conditional probability density function of given x is zero. This conditional mode assumption is much weaker than the standard Gaussian noise assumption because the noise can be skewed or heavy-tailed, or even have a nonstationary variance. The zero mode assumption ensures that f M (x) = f * (x). In order to have regression methods tolerable to heavy-tailed noises, another approach is to use robust loss functions [Huber and Ronchetti, 2009 ], but is often intended for the (robustified) conditional mean estimation and thus might be vulnerable to skewed noises. To estimate f M by a model f θ with parameters θ, the modal regression risk (MRR) [Feng et al., 2017] is defined as
An alternative risk has been also defined using the joint density p(y, x) [Sager and Thisted, 1982, Yao et al., 2012] because f M (x) = arg max t∈R p(t, x) from (1). Following Theorem 3 in Feng et al. [2017] , it can be proved that the (global) maximizer of R(θ) equals to f M when both f θ and f M belong to the same function set. In practice, the empirical version of R(θ) is used as
Then, R(θ) can be maximized based on the following gradient with respect to parameters θ:
where note that ∂ ∂y log p(y|x) = ∂ ∂y log p(y, x). To approximate the gradient (5), we need to estimate ∂ ∂y log p(y|x) or ∂ ∂y log p(y, x). To estimate the log-density derivative, a naive approach takes two steps of firstly estimating log p(y|x) or log p(y, x) and then of computing the derivative with respect to y. However, such a naive estimation procedure can be suboptimal because a good density estimator does not necessarily mean a good log-density derivative estimator. Thus, a more reliable approach to approximate the gradient (5) would be to directly estimate the log-density derivative ∂ ∂y log p(y|x) or ∂ ∂y log p(y, x) without going through density estimation. Another approach employs the following empirical surrogate risk [Lee, 1989 , Yao and Li, 2014 , Feng et al., 2017 , Wang et al., 2017 , which has been also used in the maximum correntropy criterion [Gunduz and Principe, 2009 , He et al., 2010 , Feng et al., 2015 :
where σ is a positive width parameter, ψ is a nonnegative function such that ψ(u) = ψ(−u), ψ(u) ≤ ψ(0) for all u and ψ(u)du = 1. Feng et al. [2017] proved the following relation:
Thus, R σ (θ) can be regarded as a surrogate of R(θ) in (4) without the logarithm. This approach seems appealing because we can avoid high-dimensional density estimation. On the other hand, a significant drawback is that the performance strongly depends on the choice of the hyperparameter σ, and it is not straightforward to choose a right value. We may use cross validation (CV) in practice, but this approach can be problematic because of the following two reasons: First, it seems unclear what criterion in CV should be used to select σ because R σ itself depends on σ 1 ; Second, even if there was a valid criterion for CV, then we have to perform a nested CV to choose both σ and hyperparameters in f θ (e.g., the width parameter in a kernel function), which tends to be computationally very expensive. Furthermore, if neural networks are employed, a grid-search of σ only could be computationally costly in high-dimensional and large datasets.
Here, our approach is to directly approximate the gradient ∂ ∂θ R(θ) without any approximation of the empirical modal regression risk R(θ) itself. To this end, the key idea is to directly estimate the log-density derivative ∂ ∂y log p(y, x) in (5). With the direct approximation, we propose two novel methods for modal regression using reproducing kernels and neural networks.
Direct log-density derivative estimation with reproducing kernels
This section adopts a direct approach for log-density derivative estimation [Cox, 1985 , Sasaki et al., 2014 , and derives an estimator based on reproducing kernels. Here, our contributions are to establish Theorem 1 and to show an analytic form of the leave-one-out cross-validation score for model selection.
Kernelized estimator for log-density derivatives
To estimate the log-density derivative, we directly fit a model r(y, x) under the Fisher divergence [Cox, 1985 , Sasaki et al., 2014 : Next, we apply the well-known integration by parts technique to the second term in (7) as follows:
where we assumed that for all x, lim |y|→∞ r(y, x)p(y, x) = 0.
Then, the empirical Fisher divergence up to the ignorable constant is obtained as
Based on the empirical Fisher divergence, Cox [1985] proposed a practical estimator with a one-dimensional piecewise polynomial kernel [Wahba, 1990] , while Sasaki et al. [2014] applied the 2 regularizer for model parameters in r(y, x). Here, we employ the general kernel function and regularizer for RKHS norm, and our estimator is defined as
where · H and λ(> 0) denote RKHS norm and the regularization parameter, respectively. Then, the following theorem shows that r can be efficiently obtained by solving systems of linear equations:
Theorem 1. Let us express (y, x ) by z. r is given by
where k(z, z ) denotes the kernel function, z i := (y i , x i ) and z := (y , x ) . The coefficients α = ( α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n ) are the solution of the following system of linear equations:
where 1 n = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is an n-dimensional vector, I n denotes the n by n identity matrix,
The proof is deferred to Appendix A. This paper calls this method the kernelized least-squares log-density derivatives (K-LSLD). Section 4 develops a modal regression method based on K-LSLD.
Leave-one-out cross-validation
The performance of K-LSLD depends on model selection (parameters in the kernel function and regularization parameter). Here, we perform the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) for model selection whose score is given by
where r (l) denotes the estimator obtained from the collection of data samples except for the l-th data sample (i.e. D \ (y l , x l ) ). LOOCV is usually time-consuming. However, thanks to the analytic solution in Theorem 1, the LOOCV score can be efficiently computed. Details are presented in Appendix B.
Modal regression with direct log-density derivative estimation
This section first develops a kernel-based method for modal regression. Based on K-LSLD, we derive a parameter update rule based on a fixed-point method. Then, the derived update rule is theoretically investigated. Finally, another novel modal regression method is also proposed based on neural networks.
Direct modal regression with kernels 4.1.1 Fixed-point-based parameter update rule
Here, we employ a model f θ in an RKHS to estimate the conditional mode. Then, under the empirical modal regression risk (4), the representer theorem [Kimeldorf and Wahba, 1971, Scholkopf and Smola, 2001] suggests the optimal form of f θ as
where k m (x, x i ) denotes a kernel function, k m (x) = (k m (x, x 1 ), k m (x, x 2 ), . . . , k m (x, x n )) , and θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n ) . By substituting (13) into ∂ ∂θ R(θ), we have the gradient of the empirical MRR as
To approximate (14), we employ K-LSLD to estimate ∂ ∂y log p(y, x). After approximating the gradient ∂ ∂θ R(θ), a straightforward approach to estimate θ would be to use gradient ascent. Alternatively, we derive a simpler update rule for θ based on a fixed-point method, which does not require any tuning parameters.
Let us express the kernel function in K-LSLD as k(z, z ) = k y (y, y ) × k x (x, x ) where both k y and k x are kernel functions. Then, K-LSLD is given by
Next, we restrict the form of k y as
where σ y (> 0) denotes the width parameter, φ is a convex, and monotonically non-increasing function. For instance,
where with ϕ(t) := − d dt φ(t),
Then, under the assumption that H(θ) is invertible, setting the right-hand side in (16) to zero gives the following iterative update rule based on a fixed-point method:
where θ τ denotes the τ -th update of θ. Multiplying H −1 (θ τ ) to the both sides of (16) and applying the update rule (19) yields the following relation:
Eq. (20) indicates that the update rule (19) approximately performs gradient ascent to maximize R(θ) when H(θ) is positive definite. We more rigorously investigate a theoretical property of the update rule (19) below.
An outline of our kernel-based algorithm called the direct modal regression with kernels (DMR-K) is given in Algorithm 1. The important problem is how to determine the initial parameters θ 0 because the maximization of the modal regression risk may require to solve a non-convex optimization problem. As a remedy, we first perform some regression method based on the squared loss or absolute deviations, and use the estimated coefficient vector as θ 0 . In addition, to ensure that H(θ) is invertible, we may add a small constant to the diagonals of H(θ) in practice.
Algorithm 1: Direct modal regression with kernels (DMR-K)
, and repeat to update θ by (19) until some convergence criterion is satisfied.
Output: f (x) := θ k m (x) with the optimized θ.
Monotonic hill-climbing property of DMR-K
Here, we theoretically investigate DMR-K. In particular, we focus on the monotonic hill-climbing property where for every τ , the following inequality holds:
This inequality indicates that θ is updated such that R is monotonically increased. However, it is not straightforward to investigate the monotonic hill-climbing property in our method because there is no approximation of the empirical risk R(θ).
To cope with this problem, we employ the formula of path integral: Regarding the vector field ∂ ∂θ R(θ) and a differentiable curve θ(t) from θ(0) = θ 1 to θ(1) = θ 2 , the path integral is given by
whereθ(t) := d dt θ(t) and ·, · denotes the inner product. The key point is that the right-hand side is independent to any choice of paths and computed only from θ 1 and θ 2 . Our analysis uses the following simple path:
where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Eq. (21) indicates that substituting our gradient approximator (16) into ∂ ∂θ R(θ) in (21) gives us an approximator of R(θ 2 ) − R(θ 1 ). Thus, we approximate the path integral D[θ 2 |θ 1 ] by our gradient approximator (16) as
where the path (22) is applied. When D[θ τ +1 |θ τ ] > 0 for every τ , our update rule (19) can be regarded as having the monotonic hill-climbing property. The following theorem establishes sufficient conditions for the monotonic hill-climbing property:
Theorem 2. Assume that k x is non-negative, and φ is a convex, and monotonically non-increasing function. Then, if θ τ = θ τ +1 , H(θ) is positive definite and α l = 0 for all l, under the update rule (19), the following inequality holds:
The proof is deferred to Appendix C. Conditions for k x and φ can be easily satisfied by using the Gaussian kernel, which also ensures that H(θ) is positive definite by definition (17). On the other hand, the condition for α l is not satisfied in general. However, we experimentally observed that the update rule (19) gives good results without satisfying the condition α l = 0. This would be because the update rule (19) possibly performs gradient ascent as implied in (20), and we conjecture that there exists milder conditions to improve Theorem 2.
A similar analysis using path integral has been done in mode-seeking clustering [Sasaki et al., 2018] . However, Sasaki et al. [2018] proved a monotonic hill-climbing property with respect to the probability density function, while our analysis is for the empirical modal regression risk. Thus, the proof is substantially different.
Direct modal regression with neural networks
Here, we propose another modal regression method based on neural networks. With a neural network f NN (x; θ) parametrized by θ, we directly compute the gradient of the empirical modal regression risk as follows:
Our approach of directly approximating the gradient of an empirical risk (24) is rather well-compatible with recent sophisticated stochastic gradient methods: The learning rates are adaptively determined based on the gradient of an (mini-batch) empirical risk in AdaGrad [Duchi et al., 2011] , RMSprop [Hinton et al., 2012] and Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015] . Thus, estimating only the gradient still enables to use these stochastic optimization methods in a straightforward way. In addition to the conditional mode, we estimate ∂ ∂y log p(y, x) using a neural network model r NN (y, x; γ) with parameters γ based on the Fisher divergence. However, we experimentally observed that the second term in the empirical Fisher divergence (9) often diverged when feedforward neural networks were employed for r NN (y, x; γ). This is presumably because neural networks can be unbounded functions, and therefore it would be difficult to satisfy Assumption (8).
To cope with this problem, we use the following form for r NN (y, x; γ):
where w k are parameters to be estimated, σ k denote (fixed) width parameters, and µ NN k are modelled by neural networks. This model would satisfy Assumption (8) because r NN approaches to zero as |y| → ∞.
An outline of our algorithm called the direct modal regression with neural networks (DMR-NN) is summarized in Algorithm 2. As in DMR-K, it is an important problem to choose good initial parameters θ 0 . Here, we perform pretraining where f NN (x; θ) is trained based on the squared loss or absolute deviations in advance.
Numerical illustration
Here, we numerically illustrate the performance of DMR-K and DMR-NN and compare them with existing methods.
Illustration of DMR-K on artificial datasets
Here, we investigate how DMR-K works over various noises, and compare it with existing modal regression methods. To estimate the conditional mode f * , in all methods, we used the same kernel model f θ (x) = θ k m (x) in (13) and
Algorithm 2: Direct modal regression with neural networks (DMR-NN)
1. Estimate ∂ ∂y log p(y, x) by a neural-network-based model r NN (y, x; γ) through minimization of the empirical Fisher divergence (9) with a minibatch stochastic gradient method.
2. Repeat the following with the log-density derivative estimator r NN (y, x) = r NN (y, x; γ) of the optimized γ and a neural network f NN (x; θ) initialized by θ = θ 0 :
(a) With a random minibatch {x
, approximate the gradient (24) by
(b) Update θ by applying a minibatch stochastic gradient method (e.g., Adam) using g (B) .
Output: f NN (x) := f NN (x; θ) with the optimized θ employed the Gaussian kernel where the width parameter was fixed at the median of the pairwise distance x i − x j (i.e., the median trick) as done in Gretton et al. [2012] . The following four regression methods were applied to the same datasets:
• Kernel ridge regression (KRR): f θ (x) = θ k m (x) was estimated under the squared-loss with the RKHS norm regularization. The regularization parameter was determined by the five-hold cross-validation.
• Least absolute deviations (LAD): Absolute deviation (i.e., |y i − f (x i )|) was used as the loss function with same regularization as KRR. As in Feng et al. [2017, Algorithm 1] , the iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm was applied to optimize the parameters. The five-hold cross-validation was performed to select the regularization parameter.
• Modal regression with kernel density estimation (MR KDE ): A variant of DMR-K with kernel density estimation (KDE) following the naive two-step approach. As done in Yao et al. [2012] , KDE was performed to estimate the joint density p(y, x) where the Gauss kernel was employed and the width parameters in the kernel were determined by the standard least-squares cross-validation [Wasserman, 2006] . To estimate f * , a similar update rule as DMR-K was derived and used similarly as in Algorithm 1. Details are given in Appendix D.
• Direct modal regression with kernels (DMR-K): A proposed method based on reproducing kernels. Regarding K-LSLD, the Gaussian kernel was used both for k x and k y , and the width parameter in each kernel is determined by the leave-one-out cross-validation method in Section 3.2, while we fixed the regularization parameter at n −0.9 by following Kanamori et al. [2012] . Then, f θ (x) was estimated according to Algorithm 1.
Regarding both MR KDE and DMR-K, we initialized the parameters θ by LAD. We generated input data x i from the uniform density on [−1, 1] dx . Then, the output data was generated from the model (2). For f * , the following three functions were used: (M3) f * (x) = 1 dx dx j=1 (x (j) ) 2 . Then, the four types of noises were generated as follows:
• Gaussian noise: i were sampled from the Gaussian density with mean 0 and variance 0.5.
• Outlier noise: 90% of i were sampled from the Gaussian density with mean 0 and variance 0.5, while the remainings were drawn from the uniform density on [1, 5]
• Skewed noise: i were sampled from the exponential density with mean 0.5.
• Nonstationary-variance noise: i (x i ) = | cos(πx (1) i )| × γ i where γ i were drawn from the exponential density with mean 0.5.
The total number of samples was n = 500. The estimation error was measured by
where n te denotes the number of test samples, x te i is a test sample generated in the same way as the training samples, and y te i is the predicted output by each method from x te i . We set n te = 100, 000 in this illustration. Fig.1 plots estimates of f * by all methods in d x = 1 over all types of noises. Regarding the Gaussian noise, all methods give good and smooth estimates. However, regarding nonGaussian noises, KRR is biased from f * . LAD gives a better estimate than KRR for the outlier noise, but does not work well to the skewed noise. This would be because LAD asymptotically estimates the conditional median, and the median is deviated from the conditional mode for the skewed noise. Overall, MR KDE and DMR-K perform well to all types of noises. Tables 1 and 2 show the averaged estimation errors in d x = 1, 5, 10. KRR achieves the best performance only for the Gaussian noise, while it again performs poorly to the other noises because the squared-loss in KRR implicitly assumes the Gaussian noise. LAD does not work to the skewed noise. The performance of MR KDE is good to the skewed noise only in d x = 1. DMR-K works the best or is comparable performance to the best on a wide-range of data dimensions and noises. Thus, our approach of directly estimating the gradient is promising.
Illustration of DMR-NN on benchmark datasets
Finally, we investigate the practical performance of DMR-NN on benchmark datasets. The datasets were downloaded from the web [Bache and Lichman, 2013, Chang and Lin, 2011] . Each dataset was randomly divided into training (80%) and test (20%) data samples. Each data was standardized by the empirical means and standard deviations of the training samples.
We trained a neural network f NN (x) to predict the output variable by least squares (LS), least absolute deviation (LAD), and the proposed method (DMR-NN). f NN (x) in all methods was modelled by a feedforward neural network with three layers where the numbers of hidden units were 2d x and d x , and the activation functions were all ReLU. Regarding the log-density derivative estimator r NN (y, x), µ NN k (x) were modelled by a three layer neural network: The numbers of two hidden units were 2K and K, and the activation function was the sigmoid function. σ k were selected from 1 to 10 at the regular interval in logarithmic scale. We set K = 50 in d x < 30 otherwise K = 100. All parameters were optimized by Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015] for 500 epochs and regularized with weight decay where the regularization parameter was 10 −4 . For DMR-NN, we performed pretraining for f NN (x) by LAD.
For this illustration, the performance score is important. Here, we used the following score:
where σ is the width parameter, n te denotes the number of test samples, y te i and x te i are test samples for input and output data respectively, and f NN is an estimated neural network by each method. As reviewed in Section 2.2, (26) is a special case of the surrogate empirical risk R σ (i.e., ψ(t) = exp(−t 2 /2)/ √ 2π in (6)), and approaches to the (non-log) modal regression risk as n te → ∞ and σ → 0 [Feng et al., 2017] . Here, we set σ = n −1/5 te , which is proved to minimize an upper bound of the excess risk in modal regression [Feng et al., 2017, Proof of Theorem 17] . In order to show that this choice of σ is fairly good, other results on smaller and larger choices of σ are presented in Appendix E.
The results are presented in Table 3 . Note that a larger number means better performance. Overall, DMR-NN works often better than LAD, while LS performs poorly. Thus, our method based on neural networks is also promising in modal regression.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two modal regression methods based on kernels and neural networks. The key idea is to directly approximate the gradient of the empirical modal regression risk. To this end, we developed direct estimators for the logdensity derivative. For the kernel-based modal regression method, the novel parameter update rule was derived based on a fixed-point method, and theoretically proved to have a monotonic hill-climbing property. The superior performance of the proposed methods was demonstrated on various artificial and benchmark datasets. Table 3 : Averages of the performance score (26) over 20 runs. The numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations. The best and comparable methods judged by the t-test at the significance level 5% are described in boldface. Note that larger numbers indicate better results. Proof. Let us denote the inner product in an RKHS by ·, · H . Since the empirical Fisher divergence (9) can be expressed as
LS
the representer theorem for derivatives [Zhou, 2008] ensures that r should take the following optimal form:
where z = (y, x), ∂ y k(z, z i ) := ∂ ∂y k(z, z )| z =zi with z = (y , x ) (i.e., ∂ y denotes the partial derivative with respect to the second variable of the kernel function k), and α i and β i are coefficients to be estimated. Computing the partial derivative of (28) with respect to y yields
where ∂ y := ∂ ∂y . Next, we define the (i, j)-th element in matrices, K, G and H, by
Then, r = (r(z 1 ), r(z 2 ), . . . , r(z n )) and ∂ y r = (∂ y r(z 1 ), ∂ y r(z 2 ), . . . , ∂ y r(z n )) are compactly expressed as
Regarding the RKHS norm,
Substituting (30), (31) and (32) into (27) yields
Taking the derivatives of J with respect to α and β yields
The optimality condition is given by
Thus, the optimal coefficients are given by
Substituting α and β into (28) completes the proof.
B Details for Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
Here, we show that the LOOCV score can be efficiently computed by following Kanamori et al. [2012] . The notations in Section A are inherited Let us denote the collection of data samples except z l by D l (i.e., D \ z l ). K-LSLD from D l is given by
In the equations above, K (l) and G (l) are K and G except z l , respectively. Then, the LOOCV score can be computed as
However, to naively compute the LOOCV score, we need to compute the inverse of n − 1 by n − 1 matrix for each a (l) , which is time-consuming.
To cope with this problem, we derive an equivalent form of r (l) . α (l) can be regarded as the solution of the optimization problem,
Here, we solve an alternative optimization problem as
where e l is the unit vector with the l-th element being 1. With α (l) , r (l) can be equivalently expressed as
where β (l) := − 1 (n − 1)λ (1 n − e l ).
Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers to (33) yields
where t l is set such that α (l)
The key point is that unlike α (l) , computing the inverse of the n by n matrix only once is sufficient to obtain all α (l) .
Next, we derive the analytic form of the LOOCV score. Let A = ( α (1) , . . . , α (n) ) and B = ( β (1) , . . . , β (n) ).
Then,
where L := (K + (n − 1)λI n ) −1 , S := 1 (n−1)λ GE,
Finally, the LOOCV score can be computed analytically as
where r = ( r (1) (z 1 ), r (2) (z 2 ), . . . , r (n) (z n )) = (K A + G B )1 n ∂ y r = (∂ y r (1) (z 1 ), ∂ y r (2) (z 2 ), . . . , ∂ y r (n) (z n )) = (G A + H B )1 n .
The symbol denotes element-wise multiplication.
C Proof of Theorem 2
With the assumption that α l = 0 for all l, we compute D[θ 2 |θ 1 ] as
By the substitution Y l = y l −θ (t)km(xi) σy , the integral ( ) is computed as
where we used dY l dt = (θ2−θ1) km(xi) σy from (22), Y
(1) l = y l −θ 1 km(xi) σy and Y
(2) l = y l −θ 2 km(xi) σy . Then, substituting (39) into (38) yields
where we applied a well-known inequality for convex functions as
where we used the relation h(θ τ ) = H(θ τ )θ τ +1 in (19) on the first line. Since H(θ) is assumed to be positive definite, the right-hand side is positive for θ τ = θ τ +1 . Thus, the proof is completed.
D Details of MR KDE

D.1 Risk with the joint probability density function
Since the conditional and joint densities yield the same maximizer with respect to the output variable, the conditional mode function f M can be defined from the joint density p(y, x) as
Thus, the following risk alternative to the modal regression risk can be used for conditional mode estimation:
The following inequality, which follows from (40), ensures that the maximizer of R J (f ) is f M :
With a parametrized model f θ (x) as in the kernel model, the empirical version of R J can be obtained as
In practice, we need to estimate the joint density p(y, x) to approximate R J (θ). Below, we employ kernel density estimation (KDE) for the joint density p(y, x) as done in Yao et al. [2012] and derive an update rule similar as DMR-K. Setting the right-hand side above to equal to zero leads to the following update rule:
Eq. (41) is iteratively used to update θ as in Algorithm 1.
E Validity of the performance score (26) Feng et al. [2017] discussed that the meaning of the maximizer of the surrogate risk R σ , which includes our performance score (26) as a special case, is different depending on the width parameter σ: When σ approaches zero, the maximizer is asymptotically a conditional mode estimator. On the other hand, the maximizer is a (robustified) conditional mean estimator as σ, n → ∞ [Feng et al., 2017, Table 2 ]. In accord with the theory, the right panel in Table 4 shows LS and LAD outperform DMR-NN for large σ because these methods estimate the conditional mean and median asymptotically, while DMR-NN often works better than LS and LAD when σ is small (Left panel in Table 4 , σ = 0.01). Our choice of σ = n −1/5 te = (0.2n) −1/5 in the main text 2 is in fact a middle of these two panels in Table 4 and approximately 0.09 ≤ σ ≤ 0.27 among all datasets. Thus, it seems to be a fairly good choice because the standard deviations in the left panel of Table 4 are often large and the result for too small σ could be unreliable. Table 4 : Averages of the performance score (26) over 20 runs when σ = 0.01 (left panel) and σ = 1.0 (right panel). The numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations. The best and comparable methods judged by the t-test at the significance level 5% are described in boldface. Note that larger numbers indicate better results.
LS
LAD DMR-NN space-ga (d x = 6, n = 3107) 0.876 ( 
